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 Vocabulary definition 

 Instrument, instruments : N count 

 An instrument is 1.1 a tool or device that is used 
to do a particular task. 1.2 an object such as a 
piano, guitar or violin, which you play in order to 
produce music. 1.3 a device that is used for 
measurements of something, such as speed, air 
pressure, height or sound. 

 2. A person, system or organization that is an 
instrument  for achieving a particular aim is used 
by people as a way of achieving that aim.  
=means, method 



Man-Machine-Material 

 Quality of prosthetic works does not only 

depend on the chemical-mechanical 

properties of the materials, but also - to a 

very high degree - on the entire 

processing technique. Consequently, the 

laboratory staff must be well trained and 

the equipment must be high standard. The 

“3 M”, as mentioned above, are essential 
for quality products. 



Be respect to 5 Cs 

 Craft : N count, N uncount 

 Character : N count, N uncount; = nature, in keeping, 

identify , Adj qualit =reputation 

 Convert : V = change, N = transformation 

 Creative : Adj qualit; = artistic, imaginative , inventive 

,=atmosphere, personality 

 Cool :Adj qualit = fresh, Adj classif = not warm, Adj 

qualit = relaxed, V erg = reduce , Adj qualit (Informal 

English) = great  

 



Contents: Fabrication techniques 

 Loss wax technique : metal, glass ceramic 

 Direct build-up : porcelain, metal 

(Electroforming) 

 CAD-CAM : ceramic & metal ingot 
 Spark erosion : metal 



Loss wax technique : definition 

 One way to produce  individual prosthetic 

dental restoration is “casting in the lost 

form”. 

 The name is based on the fact that the 

casting mould is destroyed in the process. 

 After the mould cooled off, the cast object 

is “devested” and the mould cannot be 
reused for further casting. 



Loss wax technique : materials involve 

 Wax 

 Metal 

 Resin 

 Castable glass, glass-ceramic 

 



Loss wax technique 

 Last long technical history 

 

 Loss wax technique 

 For metal : cast metal 

 For ceramics : castable glass, glass-ceramic : 

trade name; e.g. Dicor, Empress 

 For resin : flasking a resin base denture 



Loss wax technique 

 Materials involved are.... 

 Waxes 

 Investments, gypsum plaster products 

 Materials for casting : metal alloys, castable 
glasses, glass-ceramics, resin etc. 



Possible prostheses to be involved 
with loss wax technique 

 Crown & bridges, Complete dentures, 

Removable partial dentures 



 

Cast Titanium alloy 



 



Loss wax technique : metal, ceramic 

 Equipments involved are.... 

 Pre-heating furnace 

 Casting machine, heating source 

 

 Torch & Hand-driven  
Casting centrifuge 



Loss wax techniques 

 Casting machine 

 Centrifuge 

 Suction (vacuum) 



 

Heraeus Kulzer: CL-G 94 

Manual inductive vacuum 

 pressure casting machine 

Power rating                       1.2 kW 

Heat-up time to 1,100C       15 min 

Heat-up time to 1,400C       20 min 

Compress air                       4-7 bar 

Compress air for operatioin 3.3 bar 

Max. feed quantity 

Ceramic crusible                  75 gm 

Carbon crusible                  100 gm 
Weight                                   36 kg 



 

Heraeus Kulzer: CL-I 95 

Manual inductive vacuum 

 pressure casting machine 

Power rating                                                  3.0 kW 

Heat-up time, rapid casting sequence 

                                                           3-4 min/casting 

Compress air                                               4-7 bar 

Compress air for operation           min 4.0, max 5 bar 

Water consumption at 3 bar pressure         2.5 L/min   
Weight                                                          85 kg 



 



Loss wax technique : for metal 

 Loss wax technique : cast metal structure 

attaches with sprue, burry in investment… 

Wax pattern and preformed female attachment 
 locating with plastic holder by a dental surveyor. 



Loss wax technique : for metal 

 Place (burry) wax pattern in investment 

 Burn-out 

 Replace the lost space with molten metal   



 

Loss wax >>> Resin base injection system 

For resin 



 



Loss wax >>> Packing technique 

For resin 

Heat cured & cold cured 



 

Loss wax >>> Pouring technique 

Cold cured 



Complete dentures 

 



 



Loss wax technology : for metal 

 Dimensional accuracy is limited from…?? 

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 



What could be problems in loss 
wax technique in metal casting? 

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 



What could be problems for loss 
wax technique in resin production? 

 Flasking 

 1. 

 2. 

 

 Pouring 

 1. 

 2. 



Loss wax technology 

 Other than metal and resin, there are 

application for castable glass, and glass-
ceramics.  



 Dicor… a trade name of castable glass, 
requires recrystalization in oven overnight. 



 

Diagnostic wax-up 

Loss wax for porcelain 
 veneering with Empress II 



 

Empress II: strength… 

Flextural strength approx. 400 MPa 

Dentin                                 80  MPa 
Enamel                                18 MPa 



Loss wax technique: Empress II 

 Press glass-ceramic ingots into heated 
investment mold by loss wax technique 

Ingot in different colors packed in 

plastic tubes 

 

 

 Light cured resin, for making color die  

Porcelain powder 



 

Empress II ingots in various color 



Loss wax technique: Empress II 

 



Empress II 

 Press glass-ceramic ingots into heated 
investment mold by loss wax technique 

Empress II machine 

Remake case : short margin 

Lithium disilicate 



Loss wax technique: castable ceramics 

 Loss wax technique: castable ceramics 

 Wax-up,  cast with glass-ceramic ingot, 
Cut sprue and veneering with ceramic 



What could be disadvantages of 
castable glass-ceramics? 

 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 



Build-up Techniques 

 Build-up techniques (crown substructure) 

 For metal : galvano-precipitation 

Precipitation of metal atoms in 
electrolyte 

Electroforming units 
 from various company 



Build-up Techniques 

 Materials involve are… 

 Electroform.., solution of gold salt (cyanide 

and non-cyanide), gypsum plaster die 

 Porcelain powder, liquid mixer, investment die 

 



Build-up Techniques 

 Equipments involve are… 

 Current-time control unit 

 Porcelain furnace  

Ivoclar porcelain furnace 



Build-up Techniques 

 Build-up techniques (crown substructure) 

 For metal : galvano-precipitation 

Gramm technique 



Build-up Techniques 

 Build-up techniques (crown substructure) 

 For metal : galvano-precipitation 

Gramm Electroform unit 



Build-up Techniques 

 Build-up techniques (crown substructure) 

 For metal : galvano-precipitation (or so call 
Gramm Technique) 

Galvano-crowns in-situ 



 

Splint crown substructure 

Inlay work 



 



 



What are the advantages of 
electroforming technique? 

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 



What are the limitation of this 
technique for clinical use? 

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 



Build-up Techniques : ceramics 

 Build-up techniques (crown substructure) 

 For ceramic : In-Ceram (Vita In-Ceram) 

Investment dies material control 
 expansion during baking porcelain.  



Build-up Techniques : ceramics 

 Technical processing 

 Build-up ceramic core on investment die,  

burn-out, glass infiltrate, and veneering 
with ceramics 

Ceramic core 



Build-up Techniques : ceramics 

 



Build-up Techniques 

 

Glass infiltration 



Build-up Techniques 

 Build-up techniques 

Ceramic veneering 
Internal & external staining  



Build-up Techniques 

 Build-up techniques 

3. Ceramic veneering 

2. Glass infiltration 

1. Ceramic core 



Build-up Techniques 

 Summery : the applications 

 Electroforming may applied for die 

preparation (silver plated die) and gold 

plated core build-up. 

 Direct porcelain build-up core applied for a 

trade mark, is a Vita trademark, namely 
“In-Ceram”.   



 



 

Compare flextural strength: possibility for long span bridge 



Block machinery Techniques 

 Trade names : Cerex. Procera, Circon 

 Block machinery: 

 Materials involve are... 

 Machines involve are… 

 Software? 



Scanner technology for shape 
duplication 

 

Cerec system 



 



 

All ceramic bridges 
from zirconium  
block cut, and 
veneering with 
conventional 
ceramic. 



 

Block machinery 
         of 
Zirconium ingot 

heating 

sintering 



Techniques for fabrication 

 Block machinery: cut & mill ceramics block 

   into shapes 

Starts from wax-pattern 



Techniques for fabrication 

 Block machinery: cut & mill ceramics block 

   into shapes 

Finite element strength analysis  



Techniques for fabrication 

 Block machinery: copying wax model in 

three-dimension form 
 



Techniques for fabrication 

 Block machinery: via technology 

  CAD-CAM (computer assisted design-

computer assisted machinery) 
 

Procera core 



Techniques for fabrication 

 Block machinery: trade names; Procera, 

and Cercon system are zirconium block 
cut 

“Procera” trade marks uses mechanical scanner 
“Circon”  



Techniques for fabrication 

 Procera scanner with working software will 

send digital data to Procera Swedish 
Center for core build-up.  

Mechanical scanner 



Techniques for fabrication 

 Block machinery: 

  work pieces sinter in heated furnace to 
increase flexural strength  



 

 

 

 

Zirconium bridge 

veneering with 

ceramic 

A Cercon ingot 
 “Cercon system” 



What are the benefit of zirconium 
block cut. 

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 



Are there any limitation for use of 
all ceramic crown & bridge? 

 What other materials will be involved? 

 In laboratory… 

 In clinical process… 



How sure the casting is fitted to 
abutments? 



 

How well precision works could be achieved?  



Spark erosion technique 

 What is spark erosion?  

 How does spark erosion work? 

 Why do we use spark erosion? 

 How does spark erosion affect to 
prosthodontic works?  



What is spark erosion? 

 It is a method for harming design of 

electric-conductive metals by controlled 

electricity impulses between tool electrode 

(implant electrode) and work piece 

(implant meso or supra-structure) on 

presence of non-conducting (dielectrical) 

liquidity. 



What is spark erosion? 

 For 20 years the spark erosion system has 

been used in combined prosthodontia, for 

passivation of the fit with regard to meso 
or supra-structures on implants.   



What is spark erosion? 

 

The Machine 



SAE-Secotec machine price 

 

30,000 Euro X 50 Baht 
= 1,500,000 Baht (approx.) 



How does spark erosion work? 

 



How does spark erosion work? 

 Principle of spark erosion: Work piece and 

electrode were placed in working position. 

They do not touch each other. It rests a 

gap which is filled with an isolating liquidity 

(dielectrikum). The working is done in a 

container. Work piece and electrode are 

connected by a current wire with a direct-

current source. Short circuit impulses 
between both objects causes erosion. 



How does spark erosion work? 

 These sparking somersaults cause the 

harming of the metal on the work piece on 

the parties which is hit first. The harming 

continues until all parties of the structure 

have full contact with the electrode. 

 The concentrated heat at the sparking site 
brings the surface area to melting. 

Somersault = roll^ : A somersault is a rolling movement that you perform by 

 putting your head on the ground and bring the rest of your body over it.  
If you somersault, you perform a somersault once or several times. 



How does spark erosion work? 

 



How does spark erosion work? 

 Implant analog in metal model (electrical 

conductive) connected with copper wire, 
prepared for working model.  



How does spark erosion work? 

 



How does spark erosion work? 

 



How does spark erosion work? 

 



How does spark erosion work? 

 



How does spark erosion work? 

 



Why do we use spark erosion? 

 There are certain amount of contraction of 

cast supra-structure of the work piece. 

 With the machining, cutting and drilling 

procedures, they are not capable to make 

complete fit at certain complicated shape 

of the implant fixture and supra-structure 
interface.   



Why do we use spark erosion? 

 



Why do we use spark erosion? 

 



Why do we use spark erosion? 

 



Why do we use spark erosion? 

 



Why do we use spark erosion? 

 

Stress concentration: 

Shown on fringes and 

 shadow in photo-elastic 
 material 



Why do we use spark erosion? 

 

Other than implant, Precision attachment 
 and telescopic crown are benefit to passive fit.   



Why do we use spark erosion? 

 Application to precision attachment 



Why do we use spark erosion? 

 



How does spark erosion affect to 
prosthodontic works?  

 Improving the passive fit of implant-

supported superstructure 

 Improving the passive fit of some form of 

cast attachments, and telescopic crowns 

 Key words: spark erosion technique, 

passive fit, implant-supported 
suprastructure 



Stereolithography 

 Stereolithography (3-D Layering) works 

 Also known as  3-D layering or 3-D 

printing, allow you to create solid, plastic, 

three-dimensional objects from CAD 

drawing in a matter of hours. Whether you 

are a mechanical engineer wanting to 
verify a fit of a part… 



Stereolithography 

 …or an inventor wanting to create a plastic 

prototype of an invention. 

Stereolithography gives you a fast, easy 

way to turn CAD drawings into real 

objects. 

 How it works… 



Stereolithography 

 The machine has 4 important parts: 

 1.A tank filled with several gallons of liquid 

polymer. The photopolymer is a clear, 

liquid plastic. 

 2.A perforated platform immersed in the 

tank. The platform can move up nd down 

in the tank as the printing process 
proceeds. 



Stereolithography 

 The machine has 4 important parts: 

 3.An ultraviolet laser 

 4.A computer that drives the laser and the 

platform 

 The photopolymer is sensitive to ultraviolet 

light, so when the laser touches the 

photopolymer, the polymer hardens. 



Stereolithography 

 If you stand next to the stereolithograph 

apparatus, you can see the laser as it 

builds each layer. 

 Application in dentistry….  

 Application in making model of dental 

supporting bone for implant planning and 

guiding seem to be very interesting. It 
would be operated by CAD from CT scan. 



Cost & time 

 Cost &Time.. for commercial labs 

End document 
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